
Get more than protection and all the control with a small footprint,  
dual lens camera and recorder combination that provides sizable  
retention options, fixed costs and complete data ownership. 

Gain firsthand knowledge of exactly what 

happened and make decisions that reflect  

on better use of your fleet.

Safe Fleet® Duet™ Camera System
Dual lens camera video surveillance system

Small Footprint
The camera has a 
footprint smaller than 
a Smartphone and 
discretely mounts  
to the windshield  
without restricting  
the driver’s view. 

Integrates with existing 
Safe Fleet Systems
Customers are able to access 
Safe Fleet Duet insight from 
their existing Safe Fleet 
on-premise or cloud-based 
evidence management and 
viewing systems.

Own Your Own Data
Access and download  
your data as often as  
you like. There are no  
size restrictions either –  
download as much or  
as little as you require. 
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Safe Fleet® Duet™ Camera System

Make Better Use of Your Fleet

Make better business decisions 
that ultimately reflect on better 
use of your fleet.

Increase Fleet Safety

Reduce fleet liability by adding 
coverage for non-revenue/
supervisor vehicles.

Know Exactly What Happened

Get irrefutable evidence of 
exactly what happened to better 
respond to situations  
as they arise.

Manage your Maintenance 
Fleet More Efficiently

Know which vehicles are  
on the road, in the repair  
shop or in the yard. 

Own your Data

You own your data and  
have access to it whenever  
you want. 

No Hidden Costs

There are no extra costs  
for storing or accessing  
your video data. 

The dual lens camera requires 
two recorder channels, leaving 
remaining channels for 
additional needs such as  
back-up cameras. 

Camera modules can be 
individually adjusted, and the 
in-cab, inward-facing camera 
features a wide VFOV.

Driver Behavior

Recorder features a built-in 
accelerometer, which can 
support future Safe Fleet 
driver behavior programs, 
that can be turned on ‘like 
the flick of a switch.’

Both camera modules 
feature high definition, 
1080p AHD video. 

Live Audio and Video StreamingMultiple Available Channel Options

Live audio and video 
streaming  is available with 
the addition of a cellular 
router and the data plan 
of choice. 

Safe Fleet Duet - forward-facing view Safe Fleet Duet - in-cab/driver view 

The system features a 
single audio channel to 
record in-cab activities.

Your fleet isn’t fully protected if each vehicle is not capturing evidence

Future Proof System:


